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Graph representation of a large-scale system of non-linear equations provides an efficient way 
of testing the structural solvability, detecting the inconsistencies in modelling and decomposing 
the whole system into partially ordered subsystems. 
In this paper, the M-decomposition is defined for a graph with specified ‘entrance’ and ‘exit’ 
vertices, in terms of the Menger-type linkings from the entrance to the exit. Some properties of 
the M-decomposition are shown; specifically it is noted that the M-decomposition agrees with the 
Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition of the associated bipartite graph. 
The M-decomposition is useful for the structural analysis of a large-scale system of equations; 
the M-decomposition leads to the finest block-triangularization and the resulting subproblems are 
structurally solvable. Also pointed out is the fact that among the cycles on the representation 
graph, only those which are contained in an M-irreducible component correspond to essential 
equations. 
1. Introduction 
Graph-theoretic approach has turned out to be useful for the structural analysis 
of a large-scale physical/engineering system or a system of non-linear equations 
describing it. In particular graph-theoretic analysis of the representation graph leads 
to an efficient way of testing the structural consistency, detecting the inconsistent 
parts and decomposing the whole system into partially ordered subsystems [14], 
]151, u41, WI. 
Following [14], we consider a system of non-linear equations in the ‘standard’ 
form: 
Yi =A (x9 u) 
i 
(i= 1, . . ..M). 
uk = gk(% u) (k= 1, . . ..K) 
(1.1) 
where xj (j = 1, . . . ,N) and uk (k = 1, . . . ,K) are unknowns and yj (i = 1, . . . , M) are 
parameters. 
*Substantial part of this paper has been published in a Japanese journal [16], [17]. 
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The representation graph G(V, E) of (1.1) is a graph that represents the func- 
tional dependence among variables (i.e., unknowns and parameters). To be specific, 
G(V, E) has the vertex set V=XU UU Y, where X= {xi, . . . . xN}, Lr= {u,, . . . . uK} 
and Y= {rt, . . . . y,,,.,}. The functional dependence 
Yi =.A tx9 u, 
is expressed by a set of arcs coming into yi from Xj and uI which effectively appear 
on the right-hand side; similarly for 
The system (1.1) of equations is said to be structurally solvable [ 141, [IS] if it has 
a structure which admits a unique solution for arbitrarily specified values of 
parameters yi (i= 1, . . . , M). To be more precise, the system (1 .l) is structurally 
solvable if its Jacobian does not vanish when the partial derivatives of fi 
(i= 1 , . . . ,M) and g, (k = 1, . . . ,K) with respect to Xj (j= 1, . . . ,N) and uI 
(I= 1, . . . . K) are regarded as elements of some extension field F of the rational 
number field Q. It has been shown in [14] that in the ‘general’ case where 
GAl: The partial derivatives of h (i= 1, . . . ,M) and gk (k = 1, . . . ,K) are 
algebraically independent over Q, 
is assumed, the system (1.1) is structurally solvable iff there exists a Menger-type 
(vertex-disjoint) complete linking from X to Y on the representation graph G. See 
Theorem 4.1. 
In this paper, we investigate the structure of the Menger-type linkings on the 
representation graph, with a view to obtaining the finest decomposition of the whole 
system into structurally solvable subsystems. In Section 2, we first introduce a 
decomposition of a capacitated network, by exploiting the structure of minimum 
cuts. Then the M-decomposition is defined for a graph with ‘entrance’ and ‘exit’ 
vertices in terms of the Menger-type linkings between them. In Section 3, it is noted 
that the M-decomposition of a graph agrees with the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decom- 
position of the associated bipartite graph and that it is a refinement of the L- 
decomposition introduced in [ 141. 
In Section 4, the M-decomposition is applied to the structural analysis of a large- 
scale system of non-linear equations. The finest block-triangularization is obtained 
through the M-decomposition of the representation graph. In particular, it is 
pointed out that, among the cycles on the representation graph, those which are 
completely contained in an M-irreducible component correspond to essential equa- 
tions. An extension of the M-decomposition is considered to deal with inconsistent 
parts. The M- and the L-decomposition are compared with each other with respect 
to the total amount of computation involved in solving the whole system of 
equations. 
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2. M-decomposition of a graph 
2.1. Decomposition of a network by the minimum cuts 
Before defining the M-decomposition for a graph, we prepare a decomposition 
of a network on the basis of the minimum cuts. 
Consider a network N( p, 8, c), where Pis the vertex set containing a source s and 
a sink t, I? is the arc set, and c : lb R, is the function defining the capacities of 
arcs. Let 
.9={Sc P].sES, tf$&s}. 
For any S in 9, we refer to 
C(S)={(u, tJ)EEjUES, 06s) 
as the cut corresponding to S and define its capacity by 
As is easily verified, the function Q : Y+ R is submodular: 
We will 
1121, Pll, 
Q(S u 7-1 + ds n T) as) + dn (S, TEY). (2.1) 
utilize the technique for decomposing submodular systems [lo], [I 11, 
[25], as sketched below. The family L of the minimizers of Q, i.e., 
constitutes a distributive lattice with respect to set inclusion. (In fact, for S and T 
in L, the condition (2.1) implies that &SU T)=e(Sn T)=@(S)=@(T).) Let ra 
(SE 6) and v- vm (t E VW) be the minimum and the maximum element of L. Then, 
the Jordan-Holder theorem for modular lattices [2] may be interpreted as stating 
to the effect that L determines a unique partition 9’= { G}r=, of P- (v. U r,): 
P-(q), ?Q= lj q (c#0, 1 sisr and cn 5=0, i#j), (2.2) 
i=l 
as well as the partial order (< ) on 9 [ll], [21]. (See the algorithm below.) 
The partial order on 9 may be extended on 9’ U { &, VW} in several ways. From 
the theoretical point of view of submodular functions, it might be natural to define 
I$ < 6 < pm (1 ~j% r). Here we will define it in a slightly different manner as (2.3) 
below (see Step 6 of the algorithm for finding the min-cut decomposition). 
In accordance with the partition (2.2) of the vertex set p, the arc set ,?? is partition- 
ed as 
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$=En(@ c) (i=O, 1, . . . . r, 03), 
E,=En(@ Q (i#j;i,j=O, l,..., r, a~). 
(It should be understood that CcUioo_0Y9 means the union for i=O, l,...,r, 03. 
Similarly, “Osiso3” will stand for “i=O, 1, . . ..r. 03”.) 
For each < (1 I is r), we define a network N; (<‘, l.?,!, cl!) with source si and sink 
tj as follows: 
q= gu {Si, t;}, 
(summation taken over all u such that (u, u) E gjj, 
cl(e) = 
i 
5s < for some q), 
C c((u, WI), e = (u, 4) 
w 
(summation taken over all w such that (u, W) E &, 
I Pj$ 6 for some 5). 
For & (I?C , resp.), we define Ne (No., resp.) in a similar manner by adding only 
the sink to (the source s,, resp.) and setting so =s (t, = t resp.). 
The partition (2.2) of the vertex set v, or the decomposition of the network induc- 
ed by it, will be referred to as the min-cut decomposition’. The resulting networks 
Nj, defined above, are called the component networks. 
An algorithm for finding the min-cut decomposition (2.2), as well as the partial 
order, is given below 1121, [22]. Throughout this paper, “~4 w” means that there 
exists a directed path from u to w. 
Algorithm for min-cut decomposition of N( v, I?, c) 
Step 1. Find a maximum flow f from s to t on N( r, _!?, c) and fix it. 
Step 2. Define the ‘auxiliary graph’ Gf( r, 8’) as follows: for U, u in v, 
(24, u) E 8’ * Ku, u) E E and f((u, 0)) < c((u, Nl 
or [(u, U) E ,!? and f((u, u)) > 01. 
’ The min-cut decomposition defined here agrees essentially with the decomposition treated in [22]. 
In [22], however, the decomposition is derived from a dual point of view, that is, it is defined in a con- 
structive manner with reference to a maximum flow, which complicates the characterization, such as uni- 
queness, of the decomposition (see also [19]). 
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Step 3. Let & be the set of vertices u such that ~4 u on Cf. 
Step 4. Let va be the set of vertices o such that u * t on Cf. 
Step 5. Let Y= { c}r= 1 be the collection of the strongly connected components of 
the graph obtained from Gf by deleting the vertices in &U vi. 
Step 6. Define the partial order ( < ) on 9 U { I& vrn } as follows: for 0 I i, j I 00, 
q < 5 * there exists on Gr a directed path 
from a vertex in 5 to a vertex in c. (2.3) 
As is easily seen from the definition of the min-cut decomposition and the max- 
flow min-cut theorem [7], [9], the following theorem holds [22]. 
Theorem 2.1. (i) The minimum cuts of N (w.r.t. (s, t)) are in one-to-one cor- 
respondence with the monotone bisections’ (P’+, 9’~ ) of the partially ordered set 
9= { c}i=, ([13, p. 169, Theorem A.21; [21]). That is, minimum cuts correspond 
to those subsets S of P which are expressed as 
(ii) Each N;(<‘, E;, c,!) with 1 lilr has exactly two minimum cuts w.r.t. (s,, t;), 
namely one corresponding to {s; } and the other to <’ - { ti } = {si } U 6. In par- 
ticular, we have for each i, 
~“d(u, o))= c d(b w)), 
0, w 
where, on the left-hand side, the summation is taken over all u, v such that u E 5, 
v E <, (u, v) E ~ji, 5 $ c for some 5; on the right-hand side, over all u, w such 
that oEc, WE?, (u, w)E&, c$ yforsome 5. 
(iii) N, has a unique minimum cut w.r.t. (s, to), i.e., the one corresponding to 
&. N, has a unique minimum cut w.r.t. (s,, t), i.e., the one corresponding to 
(s,). The capacities of those cuts are equal to the capacity of the minimum cuts 
of N. 
(iv) A maximum flow f on N can be expressed as the union of maximum flows 
on Ni. That is, for a collection of maximum flows A on Ni, a maximum flow f on 
N can be obtained by 
A(e) eeEiY 
f(e)= 
1 
c(e) eeEU, c$ 5, 
0 otherwise. 
Conversely a maximum flow f on N determines maximum flows A- on Ni as above; 
the arcs incident to si (1 I i I 00) or ti (0 I i 5 r) are to be saturated. 
’ A bisection (S”, 8-) of 8 is called a monotone bisection if, for any c in P+ and 5 in P-, the 
relation < < 6 never holds. 
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2.2. Definition of the M-decomposition 
Consider a graph G( V, E), with its vertex set V composed of three disjoint parts, 
i.e., V=XU UU Y, X= {x1, . . . . xN>, U= {u,, . . . . uK) and Y= { y,, . . . . Ye}. Here it 
is assumed that there is no arc that comes into X;EX or goes out of Y;E Y. We call 
X the entrance and Y the exit (including the case where X=0 or Y=0). 
By a Menger-type finking from X to Y is meant a set of vertex-disjoint directed 
paths from a vertex in X to a vertex in Y. The size of a linking is defined to be the 
number of directed paths from X to Y contained in the linking. A linking of the 
maximum size is called a maximum linking and, in case (XI = 1 Y 1, a linking whose 
size is equal to 1x1 is called a complete linking. By a separator of (X, Y) is meant 
such a subset of the vertex set of G that intersects any directed path from a vertex 
in X to a vertex in Y. A separator of minimum cardinality is called a minimum 
separator. 
We call here a vertex u of G an effective vertex if there exists on G a maximum 
linking that contains u. Those vertices which are not effective will be called ineffec- 
tive vertices. 
For a graph G( V, E) (V=XU UU Y) with the distinguished entrance X and exit 
Y, we define a network No(F, 8, c) with source s and sink t as follows, which will 
be called the network associated with G: 
V={s,t}UX*UU*UU*UY*, 
x*={x:,...,x;}, U*={u:,...J&}, 
U*={u;,...,u;}, Y*={Y;c,...,Y;), 
E=E,u& 
&=((u*, w*)l( 0, w)EE; u, WE V}, 
~~==(S,X*)IXEX}U{(U*,U*)IUEU}u{(Y*,t)IYEY}, 
c(e) = 1 1, ee&, + oo(sufficiently large), e E E, . 
As is well known [7], there exists a one-to-one correspondence between Menger-type 
maximum linkings on G from X to Y and integral maximum flows on No from s 
to t which have no circulation (i.e., flow around a cycle). On the other hand, 
minimum separators of (X, Y) on G correspond to minimum cuts w.r.t. (s, t) on 
No by the natural correspondence between I/ and Ea. 
Let 
6QJV&j lj q 
( > 
(SE Ve, 1E VW,, (2.4) 
i=l 
be the partition of vdetermined by the min-cut decomposition of the associated net- 
work No. 
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Proposition 2.1. For UE U, let U*E c and U*E 6 (Osi, jlm). We have fl< 5 if 
u is effective, and 5. < c if u is ineffective. 
Proof. If u is effective, then, by definition, there is a Menger-type maximum linking 
that contains U. For the maximum flow f on N, corresponding to the linking, we 
have f ((u*, u,)) = 1 and therefore an arc (u,, u*) exists on Gf, which implies that 
fi < 5. Conversely, if u is ineffective, an arc (u*, 24,) exists on Gr since 
f ((u*, u*)) = 0 for any maximum flow f on No. Hence 5 < q follows. 0 
For q (i=O, l,..., r, oo), set 
m(~)={uEV~U*E~)U{DEV~U*E~}. 
The sets m( <) (i= 1 , . . . , r) are not disjoint in general but are distinct with the 
following trivial exceptions. 
Proposition 2.2. Zf m( fl) = m(q) for 15 i< jrr, then it is a singleton 
m(~)=m(~)={u} ( u E U), where u is an ineffective vertex. 
Proof. Suppose that m(c)=m(c) and put ~={u:,...,u;, o:,...,u~} and q= 
{U:, . ..) Up,, UI”, . ..) u,*}. By Proposition 2.1, we may assume q 5 c and then uk 
(1 I krp) are effective and uk (1 I kl q) ineffective. Inspection into the arcs on the 
auxiliary graph reveals that only the case with p = 0 and q = 1 is possible. 0 
Let (5 >T= 1(Rlr) be the family of the distinct sets in (m( <)>r= 1. Also set 
Vo=m(Vo) and I&==(~~). (We may have I$=0 or V,=0, whereas I$#0 for 
15 jr R.) Obviously, we have 
v=v,uv,u fi 5. 
( > j=t 
(2.5) 
The partial order ( <) in the min-cut decomposition (2.4) of No induces a partial 
order (<) on { y}j”=t by 
I$< I$ (Isi, j<R) ti cl< I$ where I$=m(c,), y=m(I$). 
As for the relation involving I$, and/or I&, we first define 
i$< V, (OsjsR) if v,n i$z0 or En(V,x I$)+0 
and extend it transitively over ( I$/ j = 0, 1, . . . , R, a~}. 
The decomposition3 (2.5) of V, along with the partial order on it, will be referred 
to as the M-decomposition of G w.r.t. (X, Y). We call each I$ an (M-)irreducible 
component, { k$}T=, the consistent part, V0 the minimal inconsistent part, V, the 
3 It should be clear that V,‘s in (2.5) are not necessarily disjoint. 
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maximal inconsistent part4. Those 
ponents are called connectors. 
For the associated network No, 
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vertices which belong to two irreducible com- 
we define the M-decomposition 
(2.6) 
with the partial order ( < ) in a similar manner by setting & = I$- {s), vm = ~~-{t} 
and merging the trivial components of the min-cut decomposition (2.4) such that 
m( 6) =m( q,) (1 ~i<i’~r) (mentioned in Proposition 2.2) into single com- 
ponents. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible com- 
ponents of the M-decomposition (2.6) of NG and those of the M-decomposition 
(2.5) of G. This correspondence induces the partial order from { I$}j?zo to { q)j?Eo. 
2.3. Properties of the M-decomposition 
A component 5 (11jlR) in the consistent part of the M-decomposition will be 
called an effective component if it contains an effective vertex, and an ineffective 
component if it is composed of ineffective vertices only. 
For each component 5 (01j~ a~) of the M-decomposition (2.5) of G, we define 
its entrance Xj (C 5) and exit q (C 5) by 
Xj=(Xn ~)U{~E ~I~~:U~ in ~, ~~ ~>, 
~=(YnI:)u{uE~I~~::UEI:n~,~~I/;}. 
(2.7) 
Note that Xj = 3 = 0 for an ineffective component and that the connectors belong- 
ing to 5 are contained in X, U q. Let Gj be the graph obtained from the vertex- 
induced subgraph of G on y by deleting all the arcs coming into Xj or going out 
of q. 
With the above definitions, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. (i) The minimum separators of (X, Y) on G are in one-to-one cor- 
respondence with the monotone bisections (9 + , Pm ) of the partially ordered set 
9= { 5 }T=, . That is, a subset of V is a minimum separator iff it is expressed as 
(wJxu(&,+ Q JJyQ 5)). 
(ii) An effective component y is by itself the only irreducible component in the 
M-decomposition of Gj w.r.t. (Xj, q), i.e., it is indecomposable in this sense. 
(Hence, there is no inconsistent part there.) 
(iii) For an effective component 5, there exists a complete linking on Gj from Xj 
to I$; in particular IXj 1 = 1 q I> 0. 
4 The inconsistent parts could be decomposed further in an obvious manner if they are decomposed 
into several connected components after the consistent part is deleted from G. Then the partial order 
should be modified appropriately to represent the hierarchical structure more faithfully. 
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(iv) If V, # 0, then IX, I> 1 &I and the size of the maximum linking from X, to Y, 
on GO is equal to I Y,l. If V, # 0, then IX, I < I Y, I and the size of the maximum 
finking from X, to Y, on G, is equal to 1X,1. 
(v) A maximum linking on G can be expressed as the union of complete linkings 
on the effective components and the maximum linkings on the inconsistent parts. 
(vi) An ineffective component may be deleted without affecting the maximum 
linkings. 
(vii) The existence of a complete linking on G is equivalent o V, = V, = 0. 
(viii) Connectors are the effective vertices which are contained in every maximum 
linking. 
Proof. Immediate from the properties of the mm-cut decomposition of the 
associated network No given in Theorem 2.1. 0 
A comment would be in order as to the computational complexity of the M- 
decomposition. By virtue of the special form of the capacity of the associated net- 
work No, a maximum flow f on No can be found in O(lElm) time [6]. The 
strongly connected components of Gf are found in O&E]) time [l]. Hence the total 
amount of computation for determining the M-decomposition is O(/EIm). 
2.4. An example of the M-decomposition 
Consider the graph G shown in Fig. 1, where X=(x,, x2}, Y={ y,, y2, ys} and U= 
“, -----_----~ “3 “4 
I- - - - - - - - -( - - - - - ~______ ______ 
I 
I 
_- __-_.-- ----_---____ 
“2 
I 
_ - - - - - - - _’ 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
-__- , 
Fig. 1. A graph G and its M-decomposition. [I{ : M-decomposition (2.5) (V. = 0). 
VI, V2, V& VZ, Vs: Effective components. V6, VT, Vg: Ineffective components. 0: Connectors. 
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(“) 
7 
--------- 
(4’ (-) 
v, (1) l&;.“L =;\ 1 -- I i- (-) r7---7 -l ’ I “* (“) y; ’ (1) 
I(+: (“) $ 11: 4 ‘rl) t --- “?_I\ Cm), --- 
“) 
(ml 
“Y (1) “,3 ’ 
3 x Cm) I (“1 u: / / q (1) 
--- J Cm) 
\ 
I \ \- J 
‘6 
cm) 
IIII.! Cm) $1 (1) 81 “*I 
cm) ------ J 
Fig. 2. The associated network NG of G and its M-decomposition. ( ): Capacity. 
-: A maximum flow f. [I: : M-decomposition (2.6) (&=0). 
{U ,,...,ull}. Take the maximum linking {x,~u1~u2~y1,x~-*u~~u~~u~-‘y2} 
on G. The associated network NG, together with the maximum flow f correspon- 
ding to the linking above, is shown in Fig. 2. The min-cut decomposition of No, 
which is found by means of the auxiliary graph Gf in Fig. 3, yields the M- 
decomposition of G and No (Figs. 1, 2) as well as the partial order depicted in 
Fig. 4. In this example, Proposition 2.2 applies to the part m(Fs) = m( p9) = {ulO}; 
V, through V, are effective components, while V, through Vs are ineffective; 
u1, Ut, us1 u6 and I.+ are connectors. 
3. Relation between the M-decomposition and other graph-theoretic 
decompositions 
3. I. DA4decomposition of the associated bipartite graph 
We begin with the following Theorem 3.1 which is an observation from the 
network-flow theoretical viewpoint. 
For a graph G( V, E) (V=XU UU Y) with disjoint entrance X and exit Y, the 
associated bipartite graph B&V,, I’*;.@ is defined as follows: 
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;4 ________; 
------ 
‘I I / 
I 
Fig. 3. The auxiliary graph G, corresponding to the maximum 
[I; : Min-cut decomposition. 
v*=x*u u*, I/*= y*u u*, 
flow f on associated network NG. 
(0 *, W*)EE * (u, w)EE or V=WEU. 
Note that no arc exists on G that comes into X or goes out of Y. There is a natural 
one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of the associated bipartite graph 
BG and those of the associated network No which are distinct from s and t. 
Moreover, a maximum matching on BG can be determined in accordance with a 
maximum linking on G: first, each directed path x-+ ut + u2+ ... + u,+y 
(xEX, uI E U, y E Y) in the linking on G determines the matching (x*, UT), 
(u;, u* , a’*, I ~dr’, uz), (di’, Y*> on BG, . next, each vertex u in U not contained in 
the linking induces the matching (u,, u*) on BG, * the union of those two kinds of 
matchings is a maximum matching on BG. Note here that (u,, u*) is out of the 
matching if u (in U) is contained in the corresponding maximum linking. 
By the DM-decomposition we mean the decomposition of a general bipartite 
graph B( W,, W*; E) due to Dulmage and Mendelsohn [3], [4], [5], [ 131. It can be 
found by the following procedure ([5]; [13, p. 2091): 
Algorithm for the DM-decomposition of B( W,, W*; E) 
Step 1. Find a maximum matching M on B( W,, W*; E) and fix it. 
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Fig. 4. The Hasse diagram representing the partial order of the M-decomposition of G. 
(I$=0 has no relation with others.) 
Step 2. Define the auxiliary graph GM( W, U W*, 8) as follows: 
(u, W)EE” H [(u, W)EE, UE w*, WE w*] 
or [(w, ~)EM, WE W,, uE W*]. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
Step 6. 
Let W, be the set of vertices u such that w -5 u on GM for some w in W, 
which is not covered by M. 
Let W, be the set of vertices u such that ua w on GM for some w in W* 
which is not covered by M. 
Let U: (i = 1 , . . . ,p) be the strongly connected components of the graph ob- 
tained from G,,, by deleting the vertices of W, U W, and the arcs incident 
thereto. 
Define the partial order < on { W,, W,) U { lJ$}~=t as follows5: for 
Oli, jloo, 
~<Wj Ed w;AwionGM for some Wi in w and Wj in Wj. 
’ The partial order concerning WO or W, defined in 1131 is slightly different, i.e., Wo< I+$< W, for 
any i (1 pimp) according to the definition in [13]. 
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1 
“* 
“2, 
3 
“* 
4 
"* 
5 
u* 
6 
"* 
7 
u* 
a 
"* 
9 
“* 
10 
“* 
11 
"* 
UT 
4 
u* 3 
U* 4
u* 5 
UX 6 
u* 7 
U" a 
u* 9
u” 10 
UYl 
Fig. 5. The associated bipartite graph BG of G. 
We will call W,( W,, resp.) the minimal (maximal, resp.) inconsistent part and 
{ Ii$jy= 1 the consistent part. (In [5] the inconsistent parts are called the tails.) 
The following theorem elucidates the relation between the M-decomposition of 
a graph and the DM-decomposition of its associated bipartite graph. 
Theorem 3.1. For a graph G with entrance and exit specified, the M-decomposition 
(2.6): { 6, VW } U { I$};= 1 of the associated network No agrees, inclusive of the par- 
tial order, with the DM-decomposition { W,, Wm} U { W$}f=, of the associated 
bipartite graph BG . 
Proof. As usual, we transform the maximum matching problem on Bc to a max- 
flow problem by adding to Bo the source s and the sink 1, and connecting s and t 
with the vertices of W, and of W*, respectively. Consider the auxiliary network NB 
which corresponds to the matching {(u”,, u~)}~= 1 on Bo, where K= 1 U/ . The asser- 
tion of the theorem follows from the fact that No is identical with the network ob- 
tained from NB by deleting the arcs (u”,, S) and (t, u:) (k= 1, . . . ,K). Cl 
w, : 
W7: 
w2: 
1 
w3: 
1 
w8: 
w6: 
( 
w5: 
w4: 
w_: 
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11 
"* 
2 
x* 
3 
“* 
4 
“* 
1 
“* 
5 
“* 
-10 
“* 
u8 
; 
“Y 
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Fig. 6. The DM-decomposition of the associated bipartite graph BG. 
-: The maximum matching corresponding to the maximum flow f on NG (W,=O). 
The associated bipartite-graph Bo of the graph G (in Fig. 1) is given in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6 illustrates that the DM-decomposition of BG agrees with the M- 
decomposition of NG in Fig. 2. 
3.2. L-decomposition 
Consider a graph G(V, E) (V=XU UU Y) with disjoint entrance X and exit Y 
such that there exists a Menger-type complete linking from X to Y. The L- 
decomposition of G with respect to (X, Y) is defined as follows [14]. First fix a 
Menger-type complete linking from X to Y on G. Then construct a graph G’ from 
G by identifying each pair of vertices X, y (x E X, y E Y) which are linked by the link- 
ing. The strongly connected components of the graph G’thus constructed determine 
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a partition of the vertices of G in a natural manner. This partition of the vertices 
of G, together with the partial order induced from that among the strongly con- 
nected components of the graph G’, is called the L-decomposition of G with respect 
to (X, Y). It is known that the L-decomposition is uniquely determined in- 
dependently of the choice of the complete linking [14, Theorem 3.11. An alternative 
characterization is given below in connection with the DM-decomposition of the 
associated bipartite graph. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that there exists a Menger-type complete linking from X 
to Y on G. Let & be the bipartite graph obtained from the associated bipartite 
graph Bo by adding an edge (x*, y *) to Bo for each pair of vertices x ( E X) and y 
( E Y) such that x&+ y on G. Then for each u in U, u+ and u* belong to the same 
component in the DM-decomposition of &, and the DM-decomposition of L& 
agrees with the L-decomposition of G with the natural correspondence between the 
vertices of I& and those of G. 
PrOOf. Let (XiEX,yjE Y) (i= 1, . . . . N) be the linked pairs in a Menger-type com- 
plete linking on G. Then there exists on & the complete matching {(xi, y,*)}E 1 U 
{(uk,, u~)}~=, . This implies that (u,, u*) (u E U) is an efficient edge [ 131 (called an 
admissible edge in [3], [4], [5]), and therefore u* and u* belong to the same compo- 
nent in the DM-decomposition of Bo. 
By definition, the L-decomposition of G is identical with the decomposition of 
G’ into strongly connected components. On the other hand, as is easily seen, the 
DM-decomposition of go agrees with the DM-decomposition of the associated 
bipartite graph of G’. The relation ([5]; [13, p. 166, Theorem 6.61) between the 
decomposition of a graph into strongly connected components and the DM- 
decomposition of its associated bipartite graph establishes the proposition. 0 
The following theorem relates the L-decomposition to the M-decomposition. 
Theorem 3.2. For a graph G with a Menger-type complete linking from X to Y, the 
M-decomposition is a refinement of the L-decomposition, inclusive of the partial 
order among the components. The L-decomposition is an order-homomorphic im- 
age of the M-decomposition; two M-irreducible components with a connector in 
common, as well as those M-components lying between the two components with 
respect o the partial order, are to be merged into one to yield the L-decomposition. 
Proof. The first half is evident from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.1. Let Gf be 
the auxiliary graph of No corresponding to a fixed Menger-type complete linking. 
Merging the M-components with common connectors as well as the intermediate M- 
components is equivalent to decomposing Gr into strongly connected components 
after identifying those vertices which lie on each directed path from X to Y contain- 
ed in that complete linking. The latter decomposition is nothing but the L- 
decomposition. 0 
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We will consider the case where there is a complete linking from X to Y on G. 
As far as the decomposition of XU Y is concerned, the L-decomposition ignores the 
internal structure of G, in the sense to be made precise below. 
Consider a bipartite graph Ba(X, Y;E*) which has an edge (x, y) iff x Ay 
on G. This is called in [23] the underlying bipartite graph of the gammoid G(X, Y) 
in the context of linking systems. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose there exists a Menger-type complete linking from X to Y 
on G. The decomposition of X U Y induced by the L-decomposition of G agrees 
with the DM-decomposition of BG. 
PrOOf. Let (Xi,Yi)EXX Y(i=l,..., N) be the linked pairs in a fixed complete link- 
ing from X to Y. Then Bg has the complete matching ((Xi, yi)}r=i. Consider a 
graph G* with vertex set X which has an arc (Xi, xj) iff Xiayj on G and i#j. 
Evidently Bg is the associated bipartite graph of G*. The rest of the proof is the 
same as that of Proposition 3.1. 0 
Finally it may be remarked that the L-decomposition restricted to XU Y agrees 
with the decomposition defined in [20] for a linking system [23]. 
4. Structural analysis of a large-scale system of equations 
4. I. M-decomposition of the representation graph 
In this section the M-decomposition is applied to the structural analysis of a 
system of equations. The following result is known [14] concerning whether or not 
the system (1.1) of equations has a structure which admits a unique solution for ar- 
bitrarily specified values of parameters yi (i = 1, . . . , M). 
Theorem 4.1. [14, Theorem 2.31. A system of equations in the standardform (1.1) 
is structurally solvable under the assumption GA1 iff there exists on the representa- 
tion graph a Menger-type complete linking from X to Y. 
Let G( I’, E) (I’= XU UU Y) be the representation graph of the system (1.1) of 
equations, where X and Y are the entrance and the exit of G, respectively. It is 
shown in [ 141 that the L-decomposition of the representation graph leads to a block- 
triangularization of (1. I), i.e., a hierarchical decomposition of (1.1) into sub- 
problems. The M-decomposition brings about another block-triangularization 
which, by Theorem 3.2, is in general finer than that by the L-decomposition. Each 
M-irreducible component I$ corresponds to a subproblem with parameters 5 
(defined in (2.7)) and unknowns y- 5, where Gj defined in Section 2.3 is the 
representation graph of that subproblem. The unknowns c- 5 will be called the 
inherent unknowns of this subproblem. 
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The theorem below follows from the condition for the structural solvability 
(Theorem 4.1) combined with the properties of the M-decomposition (Theorem 
2.2). 
Theorem 4.2. (i) A subproblem corresponding to an M-irreducible component y 
(15 js R) in the consistent part is structurally solvable under GA1 and cannot be 
further decomposed with the structural solvability maintained. It has a structure 
that admits a unique solution if the values of all the variables belonging to some V 
such that I$ $ L$ are determined. (This statement holds true even when VO or V, is 
nonempty.) 
(ii) The subproblems corresponding to the inconsistent parts V,, V, , if they ex- 
ist, are not structurally solvable. The problem corresponding to V, is underdeter- 
mined, i.e., has more unknowns than equations, and that to V, is overdetermined, 
i.e., has fewer unknowns than equations. 
(iii) (1.1) is structurally solvable under GA1 iff V, = V, = 0. 
Let us consider an example: 
Y2 =f2(u2, u,), 
Ul =g,(x,, u2, u3, u,), u,=g,(u6), 
US =gS@,, u,>, 
u9 =g,@S), (4.1) 
i 
u4 =g4@27 u,), UIO = g10@9), 
us = g, tu3, u,), UIl =g,,@,, u9, u11). 
u6 =g,(u,, u5~ ulO), 
The representation graph G, as well as its M-decomposition, is shown in Fig. 7. The 
system (4.1) of equations is structurally solvable, since V,= V, =0. G is decompos- 
ed into 9 M-irreducible components, V, through I$,, with the partial order among 
them depicted in Fig. 8. By solving the subproblems according to this partial order, 
the solution to the whole system (4.1) can be obtained. Note that u,, u2, u5, u6 and 
u, are connectors and that the arc (u,, ur) does not belong to G, , the subgraph cor- 
responding to V3. It should be remarked that VI through Vs are merged into one in 
the L-decomposition. 
In the standard from (1.1) of equations, the output variables [24], i.e., the 
unknowns uk on the left-hand side, may be chosen arbitrarily to some extent. For 
example, the equations g,, g6 and g, in (4.1) may alternatively be put as 
Ul =g1(x,, U2T u3, u,) u7 =J?7(X,r Ul? u2, u3) 
u6 = g6(“l, %, ulO> * uI =tl(u,, u6~ ulO) 
u7 = g7(“6) u6 = g,(u7) 
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Fig. 7. The representation graph G of example (4.1) and its M-decomposition (V,= V, =0). 
if g, , g6 and g, are easily solved for zf7, ur and us, respectively. Then the represen- 
tation graph G is changed to G’, as shown in Fig. 9 with its M-decomposition. 
However, it is observed that the inherent unknowns I+ q of each subproblem 
are invariant and that the partial order among subproblems being unaffected as 
well. The following theorem shows that the M-decomposition of a system of equa- 
tions is invariant in this sense under the change of output variables. 
Theorem 4.3. The inherent unknowns of the subproblems derived from the M- 
decomposition of the representation graph, as well as the partial order among the 
subproblems, are independent of the choice of output variables. 
Proof. Since the M-decomposition of a graph agrees with the DM-decomposition 
of the associated bipartite graph (Theorem 3. l), and since the change in the choice 
of output variables corresponds to the permutation of the rows of the Jacobian 
matrix of (l.l), followed by scaling. Cl 
4.2. Cycles on the representation graph 
As described in [ 141, [ 151, [26], part of the variables in (1.1) can be virtually 
eliminated by evaluating the functions A and gk according to the structure of the 
representation graph. In the case where the representation graph is acyclic, the 
values of uk and yi can be computed by successive evaluation of the functions, once 
the values of xi (j= l,..., N) are given; in particular, uk (k = 1, . . . , K) can be 
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v9 (W v, (x,) 
Fig. 8. The Hasse diagram representing the partial order of the M-decomposition for example (4.1). 
( ): Inherent unknowns of the corresponding subproblem. 
regarded as intermediate variables and not essential unknowns. Then the number 
of unknowns virtually reduces from N+K to N. 
In the general case where the representation graph contains directed cycles, it has 
conventionally been considered that each cycle stands for an equation, which is ‘to 
be solved’ by some iterative method or other. By choosing a set of variables wd 
(d=l , . . . ,D) in U (called variables of type (DD) in [15], [26]) such that every cycle 
on G contains at least one wd, we obtain the reduced system of equations of the 
form 
(i= 1, . . ..M). 
(d= 1, . . ..D) 
(4.2) 
with (N+D) essential unknowns Xj (j= 1, . . . ,iV) and wd (d= 1, . . . ,D). In (4.2), fi 
and Cd are functions computable by successive straightforward evaluation of A 
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Fig. 9. The representation graph G’ with its M-decomposition for example (4.1) with a different set of 
output variables ( VO = V, = 0). 
(i= 1, . . . . M) and g, (k= 1, . . . . K) in an appropriate order. Thus we may solve (4.2) 
by an iterative method, e.g., by the Newton method. 
Consider Example (4. l), specifically the L-irreducible component of the union of 
V, through Vs. At least three variables, e.g., u,, us and us, of type (DD) are 
necessary in order to cut all the cycles in that part of G in Fig. 7. Then the reduced 
system has five essential unknowns x,, x2, uI, u3 and us. On the other hand, if we 
solve V, to Vs separately on the basis of the M-decomposition, we have only to in- 
troduce one variable of type (DD) for each of the subproblems corresponding to 
V, and V,; e.g., us for I$ and us for V,. Then the number of essential unknowns 
is equal to two in V, and Vs; one in Vi, V,, V,, V6 and V,; and zero in Vs. Thus 
each of the reduced systems for the eight subproblems contains at most two essential 
unknowns. 
Here we will take notice of the cycle on G consisting of ui, u6 and u,. In solving 
(4.1) on the basis of the M-decomposition, no variable of type (DD) is necessary 
to cut this cycle. In other words, it may be said that this cycle does not stand for 
an essential equation ‘to be solved’. Besides this cycle, we may observe that the cycle 
consisting of u6, u,, us, us and uiO and that of ur and u2 are of the similar kind. 
As opposed to the above, the cycle composed of us and uq contained in the 
subgraph G2 for V, is a cycle that cannot be broken up in any decomposition that 
preserves the structural solvability and may be regarded as representing an essential 
equation. Also of this kind is the cycle of us and ug in V,, as well as the self-loop 
at urr in I$. 
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As illustrated above, the cycles on the representation graph can be classified into 
two according as they pass through a connector of the M-decomposition or not. 
Such cycles that contain no connectors correspond to essential equations ‘to be solv- 
ed’. We will name them essential cycles. Note that an essential cycle is contained 
in a subgraph Gj for a single M-component I$. 
The two kinds of cycles are not distinguished in the L-decomposition, since a 
strongly connected component of G is contained in an L-irreducible component. 
Consequently, more variables of type (DD) (ui, in the example above) must be in- 
troduced than is really necessary, increasing the number of essential unknowns in 
the reduced system of equations. 
Let us consider an M-irreducible component that is structurally solvable. In the 
following, we assume that (1.1) itself is M-irreducible and structurally solvable. For 
each of the variables w, (d= 1, . . . , D) of type (DD), the representation graph is 
conceptually modified as in Fig. 10 with a new maximal vertex x,,, and a 
new minimal vertex y,,,; the arcs going out of wd in the original graph leave 
from x,v+d in the modified graph and two new arcs (wd, yM+J and (x~+~, yM+J 
are introduced. The entrance X and the exit Y are accordingly modified to 
XU {xN+,, . . ..x~+~} and YU { Y,,,,+~, . . ..yMtD}. For example, the equation 
u=g(u) (X= Y=0 and U={u} in (1.1)) is modified to 
1 
y=x-u, 
u = g(x) 
and value zero is set to the parameter y. 
The following theorem shows that an M-irreducible component remains M- 
irreducible after the modification of this kind. In other words, a system of equations 
that has an M-irreducible representation graph cannot be decomposed into sub- 
systems even after the cycles on the representation graph are conceptually eliminated 
by splitting the variables of type (DD). 
Theorem 4.4. Let G( V, E) (I/= XU CT U Y, E #0) be an M-irreducible graph with 
entrance X and exit Y. Then the graph resulting from the modification (as in Fig. 
10) corresponding to variables in U of type (DD) is also M-irreducible. 
+- e 
'M+d 
Fig. 10. The modification of the representation graph for a variable of type (DD). 
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Fig. 11. The modification of the associated network for a variable of type (DD). ( ): Capacity. 
Proof. Consider the associated network No of G (see Section 2.2). When w, is 
chosen as a variable of type (DD), No is modified as in Fig. 11 in accordance with 
the modification of G in Fig. 10. Consider a maximum linking on G from X to Y, 
as well as the corresponding maximum flow f on No. It is not difficult to establish 
the theorem by inspecting the arcs on the auxiliary graph Gr for both cases where 
wd is contained in the linking and where it is not. 0 
In general, the number of essential unknowns of the reduced system (4.2) of equa- 
tions depends on the choice of the variables of type (DD). However, the theorem 
above shows that the number of essential unknowns of the reduced system of an 
M-irreducible system of equations is not less than the sum of the size /XI of the en- 
trance and the size of the minimum feedback vertex set of the representation graph. 
4.3. Decomposition of inconsistent parts 
When the inconsistent parts V,, V, exist, the system (1.1) is not structurally 
solvable as a whole. However, the subproblems corresponding to the M-components 
“; in the consistent part are structurally solvable in themselves, once the variables 
in VcU V, are fixed appropriately. In particular, such I$ as has no order relation 
with V, or V, can be solved uniquely without regard to the inconsistency in V, 
and/or V, (Theorem 4.2(i)). 
In this subsection, we extend the M-decomposition to investigate the structure of 
the inconsistent parts. To this end, we parametrize the capacity of the associated 
network No( V, Z?, c) (see Section 2.2) of a graph G with entrance X and exit Y as 
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1 e=(u*, u,), UE U, 
c(e) = 
l-a e=(s,x,), XEX, 
1 -b e=(y*, t), YE Y, 
+03 e=(o,, w*), (u, W)EE 
with parameters a, b (< 1). (Recall that a = b = 0 in Section 2.2.) 
Just as shown in Section 2.2, the family L(a, b), for fixed a and 6, of the subsets 
S of V which correspond to the minimum cuts constitutes a distributive lattice. Fur- 
thermore, as is evident from the theory of submodular functions [lo], [I 11, [12], 
Pll, 
LII = &J, Lb, 0) ( > ( U ,_lj, W, b) < > 
is also a distributive lattice with respect to set inclusion, which determines a unique 
partition of r, and therefore a decomposition of I’, together with the partial order, 
just as L = L(0, 0) defines the M-decomposition. It can be shown that the decom- 
position of V obtained in this way is a refinement of the M-decomposition and that 
only the inconsistent parts VO, V’ in the M-decomposition are decomposed further. 
Thus we may write this decomposition as 
Iv,‘}p_,U{~,p=lU{~~,~=,, (4.3) 
I$)= 6 I$, V,= 6 V-L, (4.4) 
i=l i=l 
where {I$,, V_,>U(V}!= , J , is, as usual, the M-decomposition. 
For each component Vi (I$ resp.) in the decomposition (4.4), we define the 
subgraph Gi (G,!_, resp.) with entrance Xi (XL, resp.) and exit Yi (YL, resp.), as we 
did in Section 2.3 for the M-decomposition. Then the following proposition holds. 
Proposition 4.1. IX:1 2 1 Yil (equality holds if” &II X= O), IX; I 5 I YL I (equality 
holds iff Y;f-l Y=0). 
As an example, consider the graph G(V, E) in Fig. 12, where V=XU UU Y, 
X=(Xjlj=1*...,9}, U={f.4&=1,...,7}, Y={y,li=1,...,3}. The M- 
decomposition says that G itself is the minimal inconsistent part, while the decom- 
position (4.3) yields the decomposition { I$~}~= 1, as shown in Fig. 12, with the par- 
tial order being such that Vi < Vi iff 1 I is ji 4. The entrances Xg and exists Yd are 
given by 
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V4 
0 
r__---_---- ------- -------l 
ix,\ I 
I 
I 
I 
x2O L_-_---__----7 
V2 
0 
.-__--- 
Fig. 12. An example of the decomposition (4.3) for inconsistent parts. 
It is observed that Proposition 4.1 holds in this case. 
In the case where the system (1.1) of equations is not structurally solvable, the 
decomposition (4.2) reveals, to some extent, the structure of the inconsistent parts. 
To be specific, consider the case where V,#0. Then, by Theorem 2.2(iv), we have 
the excessive degrees IX,1 - j Y,i (>0) of freedom in the minimal inconsistent part 
V,. Proposition 4.1 may be interpreted as implying that the excessive degrees are 
distributed over the components I/o. Similar interpretation could be made for the 
maximal inconsistent part V, . Thus, we may deal with each component in the 
decomposition (4.3) separately to correct the inconsistencies. 
4.4. Amount of numerical computation 
It will be illustrated here that the M-decomposition is not necessarily optimal with 
regard to the total amount of numerical computation involved in solving the whole 
system of equations, though it is the finest decomposition that preserves the struc- 
tural solvability. 
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Suppose that the system (1 .l) of equations, assumed to be structurally solvable, 
is decomposed into S subproblems Pj (j= 1, . . . , S) in the standard form which are 
structurally solvable, though not necessarily M-irreducible. Let Gj(Xj U Uj U I$, Ej) 
be the representation graph of Pj and set IXjl= / I$] = Nj and 1 UjI = Kj. The number 
of essential unknowns in the reduced system (4.2) for Pj is equal to Nj + Dj, where 
Dj denotes the (minimum) number of variables of type (DD), or the size of the 
(minimum) feedback vertex set. 
We will roughly estimate the amount of numerical computation needed in solving 
the subproblem Pj by an iterative method, say, the Newton method. Under the 
assumption that each function evaluation of A or gk costs about ct, the amount of 
computation of (u, w) from (x, W) in (4.2) is equal to c,(K, + Nj). On the other 
hand, the inversion of the Jacobian matrix, assumed to be dense, would require 
C,(Nj + Dj)3 computation. Then, each Newton iteration requires 
~1 (Kj + Nj) + c,(N~ + Dj)3 
computation. If the number of iterations can be regarded as constant for all sub- 
problems, the total amount of computation in solving the whole system (1.1) would 
be proportional to 
s s 
CI~C,(K~~N~)+CZ~~,(N~+D~)~=CI(K+N)+CZ i (Nj+Dj)3* (4.5) 
j=l 
The finer the decomposition is, the larger the number of subproblems will be. 
Here we will compare the M- and the L-decomposition. First consider a system of 
equations with the representation graph being a cascade of m complete bipartite 
graphs of order N, as shown in Fig. 13 for N= 3. This graph is L-irreducible but 
is decomposed into m complete bipartite graphs of order N by the M- 
decomposition. The amount of computation is estimated by (4.5) as 
M-decomposition: c,mN+ c2mN3, 
L-decomposition: cl mN + c,N3. 
Evidently, the M-decomposition is too fine to be successful for this example. 
(1) (2) . . . (4 
x1 Yl 
. . . 
x2 y2 
. . . 
x3 y3 
Fig. 13. An example for which L-decomposition is more successful than M-decomposition. 
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(1) (2) . . . (4 
x1 Yl 
. . . 
x2 Y2 
. . . 
x3 y3 
. . . 
x4 z y4 
. . . . . . 
XN-1 ‘N-1 
. . . 
XN YN 
Fig. 14. An example for which M-decomposition is more successful than L-decomposition (TV: even). 
The next example, shown in Fig. 14, is again L-irreducible, whereas it is decom- 
posed into mN/2 bipartite graphs of order two by the M-decomposition. The 
estimate (4.5) yields 
M-decomposition: c,mN+ 4c2mN, 
L-decomposition: c,mN+ c2N3. 
Here it may be remarked that the Jacobian matrix of the reduced system of the 
whole system, being L-irreducible, is dense for m which is at least as large as N. 
Then the M-decomposition is definitely more advantageous. 
As is seen from the examples above, neither the M-decomposition nor the L- 
decomposition is universally optimal in regard to the amount of numerical computa- 
tion. In general, a decomposition into structurally solvable subproblems Pj is ob- 
tained as an order-homomorphic image of the M-decomposition { 51. For 
instance, if two M-irreducible components Vi and V, (Vi 5 V,) have no components 
between them (i.e., no such I$ as Vi 2 l$ $ I$), the corresponding subproblems P, 
and P2 may be merged into one problem P’. If we denote by N’, K’, D’the quan- 
tities of P’ corresponding to Nj, Kj, Dj of Pi, we have the following relations: 
N’+K’=(N,+K,)+(N,+K,), 
N’sN,+N,, D’zD,+D,. 
The last inequality accounts for the possibility that additional variables of type 
(DD) may be necessary to cut the inessential cycles introduced as a result of merg- 
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ing the M-irreducible components. Seeing that those inessential cycles pass through 
the connectors, we obtain the following relation for the number of essential 
unknowns: 
N’+D’r(N,+D,)+(N,+D,). 
The consideration above would suggest that, in actually solving a large-scale 
system of equations, we should try to minimize the total amount of numerical com- 
putation by selecting an appropriate decomposition, which may be obtained by 
merging the M-components in the light of some relevant criterion such as (4.5). 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, the M-decomposition is defined for a graph and applied to the 
structural analysis of a large-scale system of equations. In particular, the essential 
cycles on the representation graph are distinguished with reference to the M- 
decomposition. 
How to treat the inconsistent parts is an issue of great importance in practice. The 
decomposition given in Section 4.3 is nothing but a possible way among many 
others. The theory of principal structure of a submodular system [8] would be also 
applicable. A concrete algorithm for finding an optimal decomposition with regard 
to the total amount of computation is left for future investigation. 
Finally, the author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Masao Iri of 
the University of Tokyo, who gave him a constant guidance and valuable sug- 
gestions. 
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